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most level of detail! 
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Resolved stellar studies
3.5 Mpc 
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● RGB tip distances
● star formation histories (<1 Gyr)
● photometric metallicities
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Centaurus A
● NGC 5128
● D ~ 3.8 Mpc (Harris 10)
● rich, dynamically evolved group
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Centaurus A
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CenA’s GC population
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CenA’s halo with HST
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CenA’s halo with HST
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NGC 5128
PISCeS
● Panoramic Imaging Survey of Centaurus and Sculptor (PISCeS)
● Magellan/Megacam 6.5m, g- and r-bands (limiting magnitude r0 ~ 26 – 27)
● out to projected galactocentric radius ~150 kpc (~ 16 deg2)
● spatially comparable to M31 PAndAS survey
NGC 253 
150 kpc 
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● Panoramic Imaging Survey of Centaurus and Sculptor (PISCeS)
● Magellan/Megacam 6.5m, g- and r-bands (limiting magnitude r0 ~ 26 – 27)
● out to projected galactocentric radius ~150 kpc (~ 16 deg2)
● spatially comparable to M31 PAndAS survey
see also Crnojević+ 13, Bird+ 15 
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Resolved stellar density maps
● color-magnitude diagram: red giant branch selection
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Resolved stellar density maps
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CenA: CenA-MM-Dw1  
	 	 & CenA-MM-Dw2 
Magellan/Megacam image 
● color-magnitude diagram: red giant branch selection
red giant branch map 
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● ongoing tidal disruption, streams, shells down to "0~32 mag/arcsec2 
Sand+ 14, Toloba+ 16
Resolved stellar density maps
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Satellites & substructures follow-up
Magellan HST 
● HST optical imaging 
● ground-based spectroscopy: surface brightness fluctuations 
coaddition technique (Toloba+ 16a,b)
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Satellites & substructures follow-up
● HST optical imaging 
● ground-based spectroscopy: surface brightness fluctuations 
coaddition technique (Toloba+ 16a,b)
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Satellite systems
● scaling relations consistent with Local Group dwarfs
Crnojević+ 14, 16, 19 (see also Mueller+ 17, Taylor+18) 
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● CenA-MM-Dw3 (MV ~ -13.0 up to ~ -15.0)
● metallicity gradient? (see Rejkuba+14, Crnojević+13)
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The curious case of Dw3
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● nearby groups with ~MW-mass hosts 
(see also Geha+17, Smercina+18, Bennet+19)
Satellite luminosity function
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● investigating possible planes of satellites (Tully+15, Mueller+16, 18)
Satellites & substructures follow-up
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● ~1000 GC candidates + 
several UCDs (two aperture 
photometry technique)
● follow-up to derive radial 
velocities with Magellan/
M2FS and AAT/AAOmega
● goals: trace substructures/
accretion events, derive total 
halo mass 
Hughes+, in prep; see Taylor+16, 18, Bovill+16
Globular clusters as halo tracers
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● ~1500 GC candidates + several 
UCDs (two aperture photometry 
technique)
● follow-up to derive radial 
velocities with Magellan/M2FS 
and AAT/AAOmega
● goals: trace substructures/
accretion events, derive total 
halo mass 
M31 
Veljanoski+14 
Globular clusters as halo tracers
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Smooth halo profile
● relative mass contribution from in situ vs. accreting components
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PISCeS - preliminary! 
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Lessons to learn
● quantitative constraints for theoretical models:
● smooth halo profile, metallicity gradients
● relative mass contribution from in situ vs. accreting components
● dwarf galaxy population (numbers, properties, environmental effects)
● orbital properties of streams and host dark matter halo mass/shape
● comparison with Local Volume galaxies
! future: ~100+ galaxies out to 10-15 Mpc with next generation of telescopes!
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Future of Near Field cosmology
● James Webb Space Telescope, Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, ground-
based 30m telescopes
—> significantly higher resolution (vs crowding) in NIR & more distant 
targets
—> deeper CMDs, 5-10x faster than HST
● Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope: 
—> large field-of-view (~0.8deg diameter)
—> access to ~100 galaxies (~10 Mpc)
~20 Mpc
~10 Mpc 
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Summary
● Observational census needed for resolved galaxy halos beyond 
the Local Group
● Centaurus A: most accessible elliptical galaxy
➡ PISCeS wide-field resolved survey: halo profile, assembly 
history, satellite luminosity function, GC population
! crucial observational constraints for theoretical predictions 
& upcoming observing facilities
